
LMR November Seminar

Welcome



Activity Flow:

• Review Design Thinking as a framework for your Immersion 
Experience

• Start developing interview questions for your first interviews 
and/or site visits



Immersion Experience

Goals
• Think about long-term improvements at a systemic, policy level
• Engage ambiguity associated with complex issues involving 

multiple stakeholders
• Employ inquiry as a community leadership skill



Immersion Experience

Objectives:
• Practice collaborating with leadership peers (hence, the small 

groups)
• Teach each other – at the May seminar, present your findings 

(e.g., policy analysis; recommendations for next steps)
• Create your personal leadership strategic plan – where you, as 

a community leader, want to go next (May and June seminars)



Method:  Design Thinking

• Your Immersion Experience is an opportunity to look for social 
innovations.

• Design Thinking is a method for identifying and developing 
innovations.

• Design Thinking draws on methods from social-scientific field 
work, such as interviewing for empathy.



A word about innovation:
Innovation:  Breakthrough and Incremental

First skyscraper:
Steel frame construction

Tubular:  Sear’s Tower Tubular: Hearst Tower

From steel frame to tubular:  Breakthrough

From Sear’s Tower to Hearst Tower:  Incremental



An Approach to Design Thinking:  
3 phases; 10 steps



Why Design Thinking:  
Innovation’s Challenge

“To have a good idea, you must first have lots of ideas.”  

Linus Pauling, Scientist and Nobel Prize Winner



Why Design Thinking:  
Innovation’s Challenge
“More choices means more complexity, which can make life 

difficult, especially for those whose job it is control budgets and 

monitor timelines.  The natural tendency of most organizations is 

to restrict choices in favor of the obvious and incremental.”
Brown and Wyatt, “Design Thinking for Social Innovation”



Why Design Thinking:  
Innovation’s Challenge

“The challenge to policy makers in post-industrial economies is to 

embrace innovation by deliberately ushering in uncertainty . . . . 

Post-industrial capitalism must safeguard creative and 

experimental practices that are anathema to its own quantitative 

logic.”
William Davies,

“Knowing the Unknowable:  The Epistemological Authority of Innovation Policy Experts”



Why Design Thinking:  
Innovation’s Challenge

“Initiatives falter because they are not based on the client or 

customer’s needs . . . . Even when people do go into the field, 

they enter with preconceived notions of what needs and 

solutions are.”
Brown and Wyatt, Stanford Social Innovation Review



Overcoming Innovation’s Challenge

Rationale for Design Thinking: 

Make techniques designers use a more general problem-solving 

method, to overcome preconceived notions, as well as pressure 

to control, restrict, monitor, etc.



Two Design Thinking Skills

• Refined Observations (What, How, Why)

• Interview for Empathy



Refined Observation Skill Practice:  
What, How, Why



Table Discussion:  Your Perspectives
• Each of you looked at the same image.
• What was similar among your perspectives?  
• What was different?

• Use this activity an analogy:  what differences in perspective might 
come up as you interview and/or visit sites?

• What assumptions might you already have about your immersion 
topic?

• How might these assumptions impact your observations and 
interviews?



Interview for Empathy
• Pursue Tangents:  try not to limit your understanding of a participant by 

steering them back to the same topic

• Use a Beginner’s Mindset:  Never assume you know the answer. Always 
ask why.

• Ask Neutral Questions and Avoid Leading Questions:
Leading:  What frustrations do you have about the new policy?
Neutral:  What do you think about the new policy?

• Encourage Storytelling:  Do you like your car? vs. Tell me about the last 
time you drove your car.



Interview For Empathy
Scenario:  You are an urban planning consulting company and a local 
government has awarded you the contract to solve a problem its 
suburban residents face:
• This suburb on the outskirts of a large city.  By car, the suburb has 

easy access to both the seashore and the city center.  
• The suburb was developed from farmland in the 2000s.
• After 10 years, the suburb is only 1/3 full, in terms of residents and 

businesses.  
• Current residents lack the amenities they felt they were promised.  

Some say the suburb is a “ghost town” and “poster child” for poor 
planning. 



Practice Interviewing Skills

• Plan your interview:  briefly outline questions you would ask a 
resident of the “ghost town” suburb, with an eye toward 
identifying and resolving their concerns. 

• Role Play/Rotate:  
• one person plays the interviewer 
• one person plays a resident
• one person observes and gives feedback to the interviewer
• change roles, making sure each person performs and interview and 

receives feedback



Preparing for your Immersion Interviews
• As a group, brainstorm interview questions.

• Identify order and themes among the questions.

• Consider what roles people will play during interviews, such as who 
will speak, who will scribe.

• If you have time, begin to brainstorm whom you will interview, beyond 
the organizations recommended for your team in October.
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